Laura Battiato and Manuel Fischer
PRIMIS interregional programme (Piran-Koper-Muggia-Trieste)
Price for the trip: 60€ (the degustations are not included in the price)
Public: 30 people, tourists from all over the world (basic English knowledge) – not too old
(there is much to walk)
Idea: The tourist guide can be one accompanying the group, but in the various cities we can
offer some students to show around the city. This is important in order to make it even more
interesting to tourists to listen to a young person.
Time
8.00-9.30

9.30-10.30

10.30-12.00

12.00-13.00

13.00-13.45

Programme
Piran city centre:
- Meeting with the guide, presentation of the
day, quick historical facts about the city
- A 1h minute walk through the main Piran’s
sightseeing points. Important to include the
interesting narrow and labyrinthical streets.
- A stop at the top of the city by the Church to
take some pictures.
- Inclusion of one of the tourist’s shops in the city
centre, including the shop of the traditional
salt.
Hop on the ferry, where tourists get also some
Slovenian
food
and
drink
for
breakfast
(GASTRONOMY). The guide explains some historical
facts and a quick overview of Slovenian traditions
(HISTORY AND TRADITIONS).

Arrival to Koper after seeing the Slovenian coast.
- The tourist guide explains the main historical
characteristics of Koper and takes the tourists
to a walk.
- Important to include: the main square, the
Callegaria/Čevljarska street, the Muda
fountain, Taverna…
Hop on the ferry departing towards Muggia. On the
ferry the guide talks about the relations between
Slovenia and Italy, the Italian minority in Slovenia and
the Slovenian minority in Italy (MULTICULTURALITY)
Arrival at Muggia.
Quick visit at the city centre (main square, churches
and coast important spots)

13.45-15.00

Time for lunch at a local canteen. An ice-cream
degustation at the Jimmy’s (GASTRONOMY)

15.00-16.00

Hop on the ferry departing towards Miramare. Italian
and Habsburgian history? (HISTORY)
Arrival to Miramare, free time (visit at the museum or
a walk in the park)
Hop on the bus for Trieste
Arrival to Trieste, a quick overview about the history
of Trieste and the main spots in the city (the guide
gives them a map of the city with the recommended
spots to visit). Free time. Meeting at 18.50 in front of
the main square.
Hop on the bus going back to Piran (Bus station in front
of the Piazza Unità d’Italia

16.00-17.00
17.00-17.20
17.20-19.00

19.00-20.00

